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Abstract

Certain problems in connection with, for example, cooper-
ating agents and distributed systems require reasoning about
time which is measured on incomparable or unsynchronized
time scales. In such situations, it is sometimes approporiate
to use a temporal model that only provides a partial order on
time points. We study the computational complexity of par-
tially ordered temporal reasoning in expressive formalisms
consisting of point algebras extended with disjunctions. We
show that the resulting algebra for partially ordered time con-
tains four maximal tractable subclasses while the equivalent
algebra for total-ordered time contains two.

Keywords: Temporal reasoning, constraint satisfaction,
computational complexity.

Introduction
Many problems in Artificial Intelligence includes tempo-
ral reasoning in some form. Research on temporal rea-
soning has mainly focused on linear models of time,cf.
Allen (1983). However, it is clear that more complex
time models are needed in a variety of applications such
as planning, cooperating robots, analysis of distributed sys-
tems etc. For analyzing such systems, more sophisticated
time models such aspartially ordered time (Anger 1989;
Lamport 1986) have been proposed.

In Broxvall and Jonsson (1999) the satisfiability problem
for the point algebra over partially ordered time is classified
with respect to tractability; the result shows that there are
three maximal tractable subclasses. Such classifications are
feasible since the number of basic relations in point algebras
are relatively small— the point algebra for partially-ordered
time contains four. The number of basic relations increases
when considering other representational entities, though. To
exemplify, the interval algebra for total-ordered time con-
tains 13 basic relations and28192 subclasses while the in-
terval algebra for partially-ordered time contains 29 basic
relations and22

29

subclasses. Needless to say, attempts to
completely classify such algebrae have so far failed.

Instead of considering all possible subclasses of a tempo-
ral algebra, one can concentrate on subclasses that are “in-
teresting” in some sense. We will study subclasses arising
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from extending point algebrae with disjunctions. Whether
these subclasses are interesting or not is of course a mat-
ter of taste but we can provide some evidence that they
are worth studying. First, simple constraint languages ex-
tended with disjunctions have historically proved to have in-
teresting properties. For instance, the Horn DLRs (Jonsson
& Bäckström 1998) which subsumes almost all previously
presented temporal languages for total-ordered time can be
viewed as a point algebra extended with disjunctions. Sev-
eral other similar examples are given in Cohenet al.(1997).
Secondly, disjunctions can compactly describe complex re-
lations. Consider for example the ORD-Horn algebra (Nebel
& Bürckert 1995) which is a tractable subclass of Allen’s al-
gebra. It contains 868 different relations and is consequently
quite difficult to remember. Defining the ORD-Horn with
the aid of disjunctions is much easier: ORD-Horn contains
exactly the Allen relations which can be expressed by dis-
junctions of the formx1 � y1 _ x2 6= y2 _ : : : _ xn 6= yn.

The main result of this paper is a total classification of
tractability in the point algebra for partially ordered time ex-
tended with disjunctions. Our results show that there exists
four maximal tractable subclasses. As a spin-off effect, we
also get a total classification of the point algebra for total-
ordered time extended with disjunctions; in this case, there
are two maximal tractable subclasses.

The paper has the following organization: We begin by
defining the basic concepts such as point algebrae and dis-
junctions. Thereafter we introduce the four tractable sub-
classes and provide a number of NP-completeness results
that are needed in the classification. Finally, the classifica-
tions for partial-ordered and total-ordered time are carried
out in the two last sections.

The point algebra
The point algebra is based on the notion ofrelationsbetween
pairs of variables interpreted over a partially-ordered set. In
this paper we consider fourbasic relationswhich we denote
by<;>;= andk. If x; y are points in a partial orderhT;�i
then we define these relations in terms of the partial ordering
� as follows:

1. x < y iff x � y and noty � x

2. x > y iff y � x and notx � y

3. x = y iff x � y andy � x



4. xky iff neitherx � y nory � x

The relations in a point algebra are always disjunctions of
basic relations and they are represented as sets of basic re-
lations. Since we have 4 different basic relations we get
24 = 16 possible disjunctive relations. The set of basic rela-
tions is denotedB and the set of all 16 relations is denoted
byPA. Sometimes we use a short-hand notation for certain
relations, for example,f<;=g is sometimes written as�
andf=; kg ask. The empty relations is denoted by? and
it is always unsatisfied. We will implicitly assume that the
converse of relations are available. For instance, if(<) is in
a set of relations�, then the converse(>) is also in�.

The basic computational problem of the point algebra is
the satisfiability problem where we have a set of variables
and a set of constraints over the variables and the question is
whether there exists a mapping from the variables to some
partial order such that all constraints are satisfied.

Definition 1 Let< � PA be a set of point relations andP a
class of partial orders. A problem instance of SATp(<) is a
set of variablesV and a set of binary constraints of the form
xRy wherex; y 2 V andR 2 <. A tuplehf; hT;�ii where
f : V ! T is a total function andhT;�i 2 P is called an
interpretation of�.

A problem instance� is satisfiable iff there exists an in-
terpretationM = hf; hT;�ii such thatf(x) R f(y) holds
for every constraintxRy. Such anM is called amodelof�.

Given an instance� of SATp(<) and two variablesx; y we
write x �+ y to say that there exists zero or more variables
z1; : : : ; zn such that

x � z1 ^ z1 � z2 ^ � � � ^ zn�1 � zn ^ zn � y

and we writex �� y to sayx �+ y or x = y.
We will consider two classes of partial orders:po which

is the class of all partial orders andto� powhich is the class
of all total orders.

Disjunctions
We will now extend the point algebra with disjunctions.

Definition 2 LetR1; R2 be relations of arityi; j and define
the disjunctionR1 _ R2 of arity i+ j as follows:

R1 _ R2 = f(x1; : : : ; xi+j) 2Di+j j(x1; : : : ; xi)2R1_
(xi+1; : : : ; xi+j)2R2g

Thus, the disjunction of two relations with arityi; j is the
relation with arityi+ j satisfying either of the two relations.

Let �1;�2 be sets of relations and define the disjunction
�1

�

_�2 as follows:

�1
�

_�2 = �1 [ �2 [ fR1 _R2jR1 2 �1; R2 2 �2g

The disjunction of two sets of relation�1
�

_�2, first intro-
duced by Cohenet al.(Cohen, Jeavons, & Koubarakis 1997),
is the set of disjunctions of each pair of relations in�1;�2
plus the sets�1;�2. It is a natural to include�1 and�2 since
one wants to have the choice of using the disjunction or not.
The fact that ifR1_R2 is included in a set of relations, then
bothR1 andR2 are in the set is an property which we refer

to as the�_-closure property. In the sequel, we will tacitly
assume that all sets of relations that we consider can be con-
structed fromPA and�_ and that they, consequently, satisfy
the�_-closure property. In many cases we shall be concerned
with constraints that are specified by disjunctions of an arbi-
trary number of relations. Thus, we make the following def-
inition: for any set of relations,�, define�� =

S
1

i=0�
_i

where�_0 = f?g and�_i+1 = �_i�
_�.

The previously defined concepts of problem instances, in-
terpretations, models and so on can obviously be extended
to disjunctions in a natural way. It is worth noting that the
problem SATpo is in NP even if we allow the use of disjunc-
tions.

We say that a set of constraints� is maximal tractableiff
SATp(�) is tractable and for every setX 6� � of relations
which can be constructed by the relations inPA and the�_
operator, SATp(� [X) is not tractable.

Finally, we introduce the independence property as de-
fined by Cohenet al. (1997). This concept will be used ex-
tensively for showing tractability results.

Definition 3 For any sets of relations� and�, we say that
� is independent with respect to� if for any set of con-
straintsC in SATpo(� [ �), C has a solution whenever
everyC 0 � C, which contains at most one constraint whose
constraint relation belongs to�, has a solution.

Theorem 4 For any sets of relations� and�, if SATp(� [
�) is tractable and� is independent with respect to�, then
SATp(�

�

_��) is tractable.

Gadgets
Gadgets allow us to concentrate on small sets of relations
while proving tractability for large sets.

Definition 5 Let 	 be a satisfiable instance of SATpo(�)
containing the variablesx; y; z1; : : : ; zn and assumeR to be
a relation not in�. We say that� implementsR iff the fol-
lowing holds: in every problem instance� containing a con-
straintxRy the following holds:� is satisfiable iff� with
xRy replaced by a fresh copy of the gadget	 is satisfiable.

We assume that the variablesz1; : : : ; zn does not appear in
the instance�. It is then easy to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 6 Let � be a set of relations such that SATp(�) is
tractable and assume there exists a gadget	 from � imple-
menting, then SATp(� [ fg) is tractable.

We also show that independence is preserved under the in-
troduction of gadgets.

Theorem 7 Let � be a set of relations independent of�
and assume there exists a gadget	 from � implementing
the relation�. Then,� [ f�g is independent of�.

Proof: Let � be an arbitrary instance of� [ � [ f�g and
letS be the subinstance of� only containing relations from
� � �. Assume that every subsetS [ fx1�1y1g; : : : ; S [
fxn�nyng of � where�i 2 � [ f�g is satisfiable. Each
such set of constraints can be rewritten on the formS [ �i



1 algorithm A
2 Input: An instance� of SATpo(�A) or SATpo(�B)
3 repeat
4 �0  �
5 for each pair of nodesn1; n2 2 � do
6 if n1kn2 andn1 �� n2 then reject
7 if n1kn2 andn1 �� n2 then
8 if n1 6= n2 then reject
9 else �0  contract(�; n1; n2)

10 elsif n1 �� n2 andn2 �� n1 then
11 if n1 6= n2 2 � then reject
12 else �0  contract(�; n1; n2)
13 end if
14 end for
15 until �0 = �
16 accept

Figure 1: The algorithm for solving SATpo(�0A) and
SATpo(�0B)

where�i is either a constraint from� or a set of con-
straints resulting from replacing the�i constraint by the gad-
get	. Obviously each setS [ �i is also satisfiable as well
as all the relaxed setsS [ f�i;1g; : : : ; S [ f�i;mg, where
f�i;1; : : : ; �i;mg are the constraints in�i. Since� is in-
dependent of� and�i only contains relations from�, we
know thatS [H whereH = f�i;j ji � n; j � mg is satisfi-
able. SinceS[H is the result of replacing each� constraint
in � by the gadget	, we have shown that� is satisfiable
and hence, that� [ f�g is independent of�. 2

Tractability Results

We continue by defining four classes of disjunctive relations
TA; : : : ; TD and show that their corresponding satisfiabil-
ity problems are tractable. The classes are defined as fol-
lows: TA = �A

�

_��

A, TB = �B
�

_��

B , TC = �C
�

_��

C and
TD = ��

D and the exact definitions of the sets of relations
can be found in Table 1. The classesTA andTB are exten-
sions of the algebrasA14 andA10 as defined by Broxvall
and Jonsson (1999). It should be noted that if a problem
instance ofTB has a model, then it has a model that is a to-
tal order. The classTD is trivial since if an instance has a
model, then it has a one-point model. The classTC is quite
obscure but note that its basic relations are a subset of the
basic relations inTA.

Contractionsare needed in order to understand the algo-
rithms presented in this section. Letn1; n2 be two vari-
ables in a problem instance� with variable setV and
constraintsC and let�0 be a problem instance with vari-
ablesV � fn2g and constraints(C � fn2Rx; xRn2 j x 2
V g)[fn1Rx j n2Rx 2 Cg[fxRn1 j xRn1 2 Cg. We say
that�0 is obtained bycontractingn1; n2, that is, we iden-
tify the nodesn1; n2 by n1. Note that this operation may
introduce constraints of the formn1 R n1.

Lemma 8 SATpo(�0A), SATpo(�0B) and SATpo(�0C) are
tractable.

1 algorithm C
2 Input: An instance� of SATpo(�C)
3 repeat
4 �0  �.
5 if existsn1; n2 such thatn1 = n2 in� then � 

contract(�)
6 until �0 = �
7 if exists noden such thatn 6= n or n < n in � then

reject
8 if n1 <� n2 andn1 R n2 in � where<62 R then

reject
9 accept

Figure 2: The algorithm for solving SATpo(�0C)

Proof: An algorithm for SATpo(�0A) and SATpo(�0B)
which is a slightly modified version of the algorithm for
A14 andA10 proven correct and polynomial by Broxvall and
Jonsson (1999) is presented in figure 1.
A polynomial-time algorithm for SATpo(�0C) is presented
in figure 2. Obviously algorithmC rejects only unsatisfiable
instances of SATpo(�0C).

Assume algorithmC accepts a certain instance� and let
�0 be the instance resulting from the contractions made by
the algorithm in lines 3-6. Observe that�0 does not contain
the relation(=) and if�0 is satisfiable, then� is satisfiable.
Let I be the interpretation given by the functionf(x) = x
and the partial orderhV; fhx; yijx <� y in �0gi whereV is
the set of variables appearing in�0.

Each6= and< constraint is satisfied byI and if there ex-
ists a constraintxk < y in �0 then eitherx < y or xky
underI which guarantees that each such constraint is satis-
fied soI is a model and� is satisfiable. Thus, SATpo(�0C)
is tractable. 2

Next, we show a number of independence results.

Lemma 9 �0

A;�
0

B ;�
0

C are independent of�0A;�
0

B and
�0C , respectively.

Proof: We show that�0

A is independent of�0A; the proofs
of the other two cases are similar.

Let � be an instance of SATpo(�0A [ �
0

A) and assume
that every instance�0 such that�0 only contains constraints
present in� and at most one constraint from�0

A is satisfi-
able. We prove� to be satisfiable.

Assume to the contrary that� is not satisfiable. Then,
there exists at least one constraintx R y 2 � whereR is 6=
or k which causes algorithmA to reject. Let�0 denote the
problem instance containing all constraints from� of the
form z R0 w whereR0 is� or k plus the constraintx R y.
Note that�0 causes the algorithm to reject. Contradiction,
since�0 is a problem instance previously assumed to be sat-
isfiable and the algorithm correctly solves SATpo(�

0

A[�
0

A).
Hence,�0

A is independent of�0A. 2

We can now show that the four classes are tractable.

Theorem 10 SATpo(TA), SATpo(TB), SATpo(TC) and
SATpo(TD) are tractable.



Table 1: Tractable classes

�0A �0

A �A �A �0B �0

B �B �B �0C �0

C �C �C �D

< � � � �
� � � � � �
<> � �
<=> � � � � �
k � � � � � �
k � � � � �
= � � � � �
6= � � � � � � � � � � � �
< k � � � �
� k � � � � � �

Proof: That SATpo(�0A
�

_�0�

A) is tractable follows from
Lemmata 8, 9 and Theorem 4. That�0A implements�A
is proven by Broxvall and Jonsson (1999). Let� be an
arbitrary instance of SATpo(TA). We will show how ev-
ery k < relation can be replaced by relations in�0A

�

_�0�

A

which implies the tractability of SATpo(TA). Choose an ar-
bitrary disjunction = x R1 y _ : : : _ xn Rn yn in �
whereR1 = (k <). Introduce a fresh variabletx;y, add
the constraintx � tx;y and replace by the disjunction
0 = tx;y k y _ : : : _ xn Rn yn. Repeat this transformation
until no (k <) remains—a process which clearly takes poly-
nomial time. Let�0 denote the resulting instance. Since
the gadgetx � tx;y; tx;yky implements the relation< k,
it follows that�0 is satisfiable iff� is satisfiable. Hence,
SATpo(TA) is tractable.

The tractability of SATpo(�0B
�

_�0�

B) follows from Lem-
mata 8, 9 and Theorem 4. That�0B implements�B is
proven by Broxvall and Jonsson (1999). The gadgetx 6= y,
x <=> y implementsx <> y which shows that�0

B imple-
ments�B . This fact combined with Theorem 7 proves that
SATpo(TB) is tractable.

To show thatTC is tractable we begin by noting that the
following gadgets from�0

C implements�C : x � ky; y �
kx implementxky, x � ky; y � kx; x 6= y implement
xky andx � ky; x 6= y implementx < ky. Hence,�C

is independent of�0C by Lemma 9 and Theorem 7. That
SATpo(�0C

�

_��

C) is tractable follows from Theorem 4. The
theorem follows since�C = �0C [ �C which implies that
TC = �0C

�

_��

C = �C
�

_��

C .
Finally, the tractability of SATpo(TD) is easy to show

since each relation present in�D contains only the relations
= and/or?. Consequently, it is sufficient to check whether
an instance� contains a disjunction containing only the?
relation. If this is the case, the instance is not satisfiable.
Otherwise,� is satisfied by the model mapping every vari-
able to a single node. 2

Intractability Results
This section contains the NP-completeness results which are
needed in the classification theorem.

Lemma 11 The following problems are NP-complete:

1. SATpo(f(<>); Rg) if R 2 fk; < k; k;� kg;

2. SATpo(f<g _ f<g);

3. SATpo(fRg [ f�g _ f�g) if R 2 f6=; <>g;

4. SATpo(fRg [ f=g _ f=g) if R 2 f<;<>; 6=; k; k<g;

5. SATpo(fR1; R2g [ fkg _ fkg) if R1 2 f�; <=>g and
R2 2 f<;<>; 6=; k<g.

Proof: Case 1 is shown in Broxvall and Jonsson (1999).
We only prove case 2 since the proofs of the other cases are
similar. The proof is by a reduction from the NP-complete
problem MONOTONE3SAT:

INSTANCE: SetU of variables, collectionC of clauses
overU such that for eachc 2 C hasjcj = 3 and each clause
contain either only positive or negative literals.
QUESTION: Is there a satisfying truth assignment forC?

Given an arbitrary instanceP of MONOTONE 3SAT with
variablesU = fui; : : : ; umg and clausesC = fc1; : : : ; cng,
construct incrementally an instance� of SATpo(f<g _
f<g) by the following steps.

Begin with the variables in the setU and a fresh variable
a and add the constraints(ui < a) _ (ui > a), 1 � i � m.
For each positive clauseci 2 C of the formx _ y _ z add a
fresh variableti and the constraints:

x > a _ ti > a; y > ti _ z > a:

For each negative clauseci 2 C of the form:x _ :y _ :z
add a fresh variableti and the constraints:

x < a _ ti < a; y < ti _ z < a:

We show that the problem instance constructed is satisfiable
iff the original MONOTONE 3SAT problem instance is sat-
isfiable. For the if-direction, assume thatP is satisfiable and
thatI is a truth assignment satisfying all clauses inC. Con-
struct an interpretationM = hf; hT;�ii of� as follows: let
T = fai j 1 � i � 6g,�= fhai; ajiji � jg and



f = fhx; a5ijx true inI g[
fhx; a1ijx false inI g[
fhti; a0ij ci = x _ y _ z andI(x)=trueg[
fhti; a4ij ci = x _ y _ z andI(x)= falseg[
fhti; a2ij ci = :x _ :y _ :z andI(x)=trueg[
fhti; a6ij ci = :x _ :y _ :z andI(x)=falseg[
fha; a3ig

That each constraint is satisfied byM can trivially be veri-
fied soM is a model of� and� is satisfiable ifP is satis-
fiable. For the only-if direction, assume that� is satisfiable
and thatM is a model of� with mappingf . Construct a
truth assignmentI over the variablesU assigning a variable
x the value true iff(x) > f(a) and otherwise the value
false. Assume that there exists a clauseci not satisfied by
I. The case whenci is a positive clausex _ y _ z leads to
f(x) < f(a); f(y) < f(a); f(z) < f(a) sof(ti) > f(a)
andf(y) > f(ti) which contradicts thatf(y) < f(a). The
case whereu is a negative clause can be ruled out in a sim-
ilar manner. Hence, no unsatisfied clause exists andI is a
satisfying truth assignment. Since the reduction can be per-
formed in polynomial time, the result follows. 2

Maximality
This section contains the main result of this paper, namely
thatTA; TB ; TC andTD are the only maximal tractable sets
of the disjunctive point algebra for partially ordered time.
However, we need some auxiliary results first.

To reduce the number of NP-completeness results needed
in the classification, we will employ aclosureoperatorC(�)
which is defined with the aid of the standard operators con-
verse, intersection(\) and composition(�) together with a
number of rules for handling disjunctions. These rules are
defined and their tractability-preserving properties are stated
in the next lemma. The straightforward proof is omitted.

Lemma 12 LetRi 2 PA and�j � PA.
(1) if SATpo(�1 [ f<g

�

_�2) is tractable, then SATpo(�1 [
f<g�_�2 [ �2

�

_�2) is tractable;
(2) assume<, <>, 6= or < k is in �1. If SATpo(�1 [ f=
g�_�2) is tractable, then SATpo(�1 [ f=g

�

_�2 [ �2
�

_�2) is
tractable.
(3) assume� 2 f\; �g. If SATpo(�1[fR1_R3; R2_R3g)
is tractable, then SATpo(�1[fR1_R3; R2_R3; (R1�R2)_
R3g) is tractable.
(4) if SATpo(�1[fR1_R2g) is tractable, then SATpo(�1[
fR1; R2; R1 _R2g) is tractable.

If � is a set of relations, we defineC(�) as the least setX
such that� � X andX is closed under converse, intersec-
tion and composition on point relations and the expansion
rules in the previous lemma. A composition table for the
point relations can be found in Broxvall and Jonsson (1999).
By using the lemma, the�_-closure property and the prop-
erties of converse, intersection and composition, it is a rou-
tine verification to show that if SATpo(�) is tractable, then
SATpo(C(�)) is also tractable.

Now, we introduce a construction which simplifies the
proof by allowing us to only consider a small number of
disjunctions; this is shown in the next lemma.

Definition 13 Let T = ��_�� and� � �. We defineT as
(PA� �) [ (���)�_(���).

Lemma 14 If T = ��_��, � � � andT 0 6� T , then there
existsC 2 T such thatC 2 T 0.

Proof: Arbitrarily choose aC 2 T 0 such thatC 62 T
and chooseC1; � � � ; Cn 2 PA such thatC1 _ � � � _ Cn =
C. Assume first that there exists somei such thatCi 62 �.
The definition ofT implies thatCi 2 T and the�_-closure
property implies thatCi 2 T 0.

Assume instead thatC1; � � � ; Cn 2 �. Since� � T and
C 62 T we know thatn > 1. If all or all but oneCi 2 �,
then we know thatC 2 T . Hence, there exists at least two
i; j such thatCi; Cj 62 �. Now, Ci _ Cj 2 T 0 by the�_-
closure property and the definition ofT gives thatCi_Cj 2
T . 2

Using the tractability and NP-completeness results given
in previous sections as well as the previous definition and
results we can now by a simple computer assisted case anal-
ysis prove the main result of this paper.

Theorem 15 TA; TB ; TC and TD are the only maximal
tractable subclasses of SATpo.

Proof: Suppose to the contrary that there exists another
maximal tractable algebraT . From the previous lemma it
follows that there existsA; � � � ; D in T such thatA 2
T A; � � � ; D 2 T D . Note that there exists only a finite num-
ber of possible values forA; : : : ; D.

To prove the result, a machine-assisted case analysis of
the following form was performed: each admissible choice
of A; : : : ; D was generated andX = C(A; : : : ; D) was
computed. Each such setX was examined and it was found
that at least one of the NP-complete sets of Lemma 11 was
a subset ofX . Thus, SATpo(T ) is NP-complete and the
theorem follows. 2

Totally Ordered Time
We will now identify the maximal tractable subclasses of
SATto, i.e., SATpo restricted to total orders. The classifi-
cation will rely on the results in the previous sections but
the main theorem is shown without the use of a computer-
assisted case analysis.

Note that the basic relationjj is unnecessary when dealing
with total orders so we only have three basic relations (<,=
and>) and eight possible disjunctions of these relations. Let
PAto denote the set of these eight relations and defineX1 =
PAto

�

_f6=g� andX2 = �� where� = fr 2 PAto j r =
? or f=g � rg. As we will see later on,X1 andX2 are the
only maximal tractable subclasses of SATto.

Lemma 16 SATto(Xi), 1 � i � 2, are tractable problems.

Proof: Tractability of X1 has been proved by Jonsson
and Bäckström (1998) and Koubarakis (1996) while the
tractability ofX2 is shown in Theorem 10. 2



The NP-completeness results for SATto are all based on the
previously presented NP-completeness results; interestingly,
many of these results hold even when restricted to total or-
ders.

Lemma 17 SATto(Ni), 1 � i � 5, is NP-complete where

N1 = f(< _ <)g N2 = f6=; (� _ �)g
N3 = f<; (= _ =)g N4 = f6=; (= _ =)g
N5 = f<; (� _ �)g:

Proof sketch: We begin by examining the proof of
Lemma 11 which shows that SATpo(f<g _ f<g) is NP-
complete. Obviously, the proof holds even if we restrict
the possible partial orders to total orders which implies that
SATto(f<g

�

_f<g) is NP-complete. By analyzing the proofs
of the other cases, it follows that SATto(Ni), 2 � i � 4, is
NP-complete. The NP-completeness of SATto(N5) follows
from the NP-completeness of SATto(N3) plus the fact that
f�g�_f�g implementsf=g�_f=g 2

We are now ready to prove the main theorem for the point
algebra for totally ordered time.

Theorem 18 X1 andX2 are the only maximal tractable sub-
classes of SATto.

Proof: Assume that there exists a maximal tractable algebra
X such thatX 6� X1 andX 6� X2. By Lemma 14, there
exists1; 2 in T such that1 2 X1 and2 2 X2. It is easy
to see thatX1 � fr1; : : : ; r6g where

r1 = (< _ <) r2 = (� _ �)
r3 = (= _ =) r4 = (� _ =)
r5 = (< _ =) r6 = (< _ �)

andX2 � f<; 6=; (< _ <); (< _ 6=); (6= _ 6=)g: By
Lemma 11, we know that SATtof(< _ <)g is NP-complete
so the disjunctionr1 = (< _ <) can be excluded from fur-
ther consideration. We will show that if1 equals one of
r2; : : : ; r6 and2 equals< or 6=, then SATto(f1; 2g) is
NP-hard. By noting that(< _ 6=) implements the relation
< (by the constructionx < y _ x 6= x) and(6= _ 6=) im-
plements6= (by x 6= y _ x 6= y), this result implies that
SATto(f1; 2g) is NP-hard for all1 2 X1 and2 2 X2.
This contradicts our initial assumptions and proves the the-
orem.

1. 1 2 fr2; r3g. Then, the NP-completeness of
SATto(f1; 2g) is an immediate consequence of
Lemma 6.2.

2. 1 = r4. Note thatr4 implementsr3 so SATto(f1; 2g)
is NP-complete by case 1.

3. 1 = r5 and2 = f<g. We show how to implement the
disjunctiona < b _ c < d with 1 and2: introduce an
auxiliary variablet and the following two relations:a < t
andt = b_ c < d. NP-completeness follows from case 1.

4. 1 = r5 and 2 = f6=g. The relationa < b can be
implemented by the relationst1 6= t2 andt1 = t2 _ a < b
wheret1 andt2 are auxiliary variables. NP-completeness
follows from the previous case.

5. 1 = r6. The NP-completeness of SATto(f1; 2g) is a
consequence of cases 3 and 4 and the observation thatr6
impliesr5. 2
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